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1 General Aim of the Proposal. Short Overview of the

Field

The project is aimed at investigating the nature of the physical processes at the level of the
condensed matter by theoretical physics methods. Its goal is to deepen our understanding of
the condensed matter behaviour in various physical contexts, and to enlarge the modern scien-
tific advances in the field, according to the current scientific research carried on nowadays all
over the world in solid-state physics, materials physics, quantum gases and liquids, atomic and
molecular structures, chemical systems, micro- and mesoscopic structures, quantum correlations,
mathematical models of magnetic systems, disorder phenomena, etc.

Research in condensed matter physics is conducted nowadays all over the world in scientific
research institutes, universities, and other research organizations, with an impressive vigour. Judg-
ing by the amount of scientific publications and the output of potential technological applications,
the condensed matter physics rates by far among the most productive fields of research in modern
physics. The reasons for this tremendous activity of scientific research are the internal wealth
of fruitful problems of the field, its capacity of interpenetrating other fields of research (includ-
ing, for instance, chemistry, biology, engineering, social sciences; therefore its multidisciplinarity
potential), the huge capability of attracting a large labor force of scientific researchers, the com-
paratively small costs of research, and the potential technological applications that affect most
directly the entire human society. From the total amount of Nobel prizes awarded in physics in
the second half of the 20th century more than 70% went to condensed matter physics and related
fields. It is worth mentioning here the 1996 Nobel prize in physics for the quantum liquid He3,
and 1996 Nobel prize in chemistry for fullerenes, this latter domain enjoying, however, the highest
curent activity in condensed matter physics. It is also worth mentioning the impressive tech-
nological applications and high-tech experimental techniques whereupon the condensed matter
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physics imprinted its indelible mark: silicon microelectronics, nuclear reactor materials, the laser,
electronic and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques, medical imaging, the electronic microscope,
low-temperature physics and cryogeny, magnetic memories, molecular epitaxy, high-temperature
superconductivity, etc.

In Romania the scientific research in condensed matter physics started around 1958, and, at
least on the theoretical side, it was mainly conducted in the Department of Theoretical Physics of
the Institute of Atomic Physics at Magurele-Bucharest. Though never enjoyed but a rather scarce
funding, it was steadily growing up, and recorded notable achievemets in many-body theories of
magnetic materials, phase transitions, electronic and structural processes in restricted geometries.
In 70s and 80s the research field expanded considerably in this Department, both in widening
its scope, enhancing the degree of mathematical rigour, and developing powerful techniques for
treating a multitude of problems arising in the modern research, in conjunction with the most
notable discoveries in the field. It is worth remarking in this respect that almost every big advance
made in condensed matter physics in the world, and almost every notable modern trend in the
field, has been illustrated over the years by original research carried out in the Department of
Theoretical Physics. Out of but a short enumeration are the layered electronic materials (like
graphite), quasi-one dimensional conductors, quantum gases and liquids, high-temperature su-
perconductivity, fullerenes, electrons in magnetic field, microstructures, field-theoretical methods,
renormalization group, path-integral methods, non-linear equations, strong electronic correlations,
etc. The only notable areas of research which has not yet been covered are probably the amor-
phous semiconductors and large-scale numerical simulations; but, under a suitable conditioning,
it is our intent to enter these research domains too, on a long-term perspective basis. It is however
worth emphasizing that the scientific research in theoretical condensed matter physics in this De-
partment has not only limited itself to its own field, but developed fruitful collaborations over the
years with the scientific research in nuclear physics (four-fermion correlations in atomic nuclei),
biophysics (configurational transitions in biomolecules), chemical physics (fullerenes and atomic
clusters in solid-state matrices), materials physics (high-temperature superconductivity), math-
ematical physics (quantum liquids, superfluidity), general physics (transport phenomena, wave
propagation), etc, both locally and in various other centres of research from abroad.

The scientific research in theoretical condensed matter physics is currently carried on in the
world in the following main directions: fullerenes, high-temperature superconductivity, electronic
correlations, quantum gases and liquids, electrons in magnetic field, atomic and molecular micro-
and meso-structures, non-linear phenomena, chaotical and turbulent behaviour, low-dimensional
solids, phase transitions, complex molecular systems, magnetic correlations, transport processes,
defects, disordered and modulated phases, quasi-regular structures, wave propagation in non-
regular geometries, quantum correlations, non-equilibrium processes, quasi-classical behaviour of
complex quantum systems. The main problems in almost every one of these directions are very
briefly outlined below.

In fullerenes research the mechanisms of attaching various chemical subunits to the main
fullerene molecule is of utmost importance at this moment, in view of the alleged use of the fullerene
molecules as physical vectors of active pharmaceutical principles; in this context, the endohedral
fullerene molecules play a particular role. On the other hand, the peculiar structural behaviour
of the solid-state fullerenes and alkali-doped fullerenes focuses the attention of the researchers
in the field, together with the structural-electronic interplay in this compounds; among others,
this is doubtless motivated by the rather high transition temperature toward a superconducting
state, exhibited by these phases. It is noteworthy here the rather extended studies performed on
fullerenes by our group.

In the high-temperature superconductivity continues the quest for the underlying mechanism
of superconductivity in the cupprate oxides, and the relevance, from this point of view, of the
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electron-lattice interactions and magnetic correlations. We note that an original mechanism of
high-temperature superconductivity has been proposed within our reserach group even from the
very beginning of this field. The theoretical research in this direction is however rather hampered
by the lack of a local active research on the experimental side.

Related to this direction, the effects of the strong electronic correlations and the connected
magnetic properties are under a very active scrutiny all over the world, with the hope of shedding
light on the peculiar, strange enough, (often termed ”abnormal”) normal-state properties of the
high-temperature superconducting materials. Though not in the least, the interest of the scientific
researchers is also aroused in this direction by the electronic processes in the quasi-one-dimensional
materials, especially the molecular and organic solids; speaking not of the very large, and active
area of research in heavy-fermion systems. The Hubbard model and its various versions play here
the main part, as the most studied mathematical model, and hopefully the most relevant, for the
strong electronic correlations. We note here that starting with 1993 notable advances have been
achieved by our research group in studying the Hubbard model in one dimension in a very original
way.

Various instabilities and contrastant behaviour observed over the time in low-dimensional
systems of interacting quantum particles led to new concepts of quantum liquids in contrast to the
classical Fermi liquid. Various mathematical techniques, like bosonization, renormalization-group
perturbation methods, field-theoretical methods, exact-solution methods, numerical computations,
and even quasi-phenomenological analysis, pointed out new, distinct concepts like Luttinger liquid,
marginal-Fermi liquid, abnormal, or, simply, non-normal Fermi liquid, etc. The main problem in
this direction is the identification of a unitary framework, and the relationship between various
model assumptions and predictions, such as to get a reliable understanding of one of the most basic
problems in the condensed matter physics: the effects of the many-particle interactions, or many-
body theories. We note in this context that various many-body techniques have been developed
by our research group, among which, perhaps the most notable is the fermion bosonization in one
dimension.

Electrons in magnetic field are studied in connection with the quantum Hall effect. There
are two distinct ways of approaching the problem, as depending on the particular experimental
setup. First, in an artificial, man-made, fabricated, MOS-type structure of a suitably small size,
whereon an intense magnetic field is applied, such as to get what is called an ”anti-dot” system;
the electronic edge states that appears are thought as building up a chiral Luttinger liquid, and
its transport phenomena are to be investigated with modern field-theoretical tools like the Chern-
Simons-type theories. Secondly, natural solid-state compounds like the Bechgaard salts seem to
provide another alternative for studying the problem; in this latter case, however, the quantum
Hall effect seems to be associated with another subtle phenomenon, namely the field-induced spin-
density wave. This occurrence is widely regarded as a special opportunity of exercising virtuosity
in theoretical solid-state physics, in order to disentangle the two delicate processes. We note that
original studies have recently been made by our group on the field-induced spin-density waves in
Bechgaard salts.

Atomic clusters, fabricated nanostructures (like surface gratings, or multilayered structures),
as well as regular, or quasi-regular atomic and molecular aggregates in solid-state matrices, car-
bon nanowires or amorphous silicon, provide a wealth of very interesting phenomena; they are
extensively studied at this moment, both for their own scientific potential and for their techno-
logical applications. There are two main problems here. First, we must understand the way these
structures form, why and under what circumstances they are stable, at equilibrium, and to what
extent; secondly, the electronic levels of energy are pretty much inter-spaced as a consequence
of the finite-size effects, and we must adapt the (only available) solid-state theoretical methods
devised for continuous energy spectra to this new situation. It is worth mentioning here that alkali
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clusters in ternary phases of alkali-doped fullerenes, as well as off-center sites in these compounds,
have been extensively studied by our group; and recently we made some attempts toward the pho-
toluminiscence of the amorphous silicon, in collaboration with experimental research conducted
at Magurele.

Non-linear equations pervade today almost all the research areas in physics: non-linear waves,
solitons, wave propagation in non-linear bodies, Thomas-Fermi equation, density-functional the-
ory, non-linear master equations, etc, are relevant in classical physics, elasticity, physics of fluids,
field theories, physical kinetics, and, obviously, in condensed matter physics; moreover, many ap-
plications of the methods lend by statistical physics and solid-state physics to biological, social,
environmental, financial, political, informational and computing-related phenomena involve non-
linear equations. Solitons associated with zero-sound excitations in one dimension, Thomas-Fermi
equations for certain atomic clusters, interactive diffusion of two fluids, evolution of social conflicts
have recently been treated by our research group by means of non-linear equations.

Complex systems with many degrees of freedom, usually non-linearly coupled, may exhibit
a chaotical and turbulent behaviour. The main problems here are to assess the validity of the
truncated model equations, to find out the generic degrees of freedom that describe the overall
behaviour of the system, to search for the regular behaviour in chaotical temporal-series, to get the
statistical description of the fluctuating, unstable, velocity increments. Concepts like universality
classes, scaling, self-similarity, Lyapunov exponents, Poincare maps, phase-space trajectories, are
employed to deal with such fascinating reserach problems.

Low dimensional solids, namely two-dimensional, layered and quasi-one-dimensional materials,
and the associated theoretical models, are, very likely, the single leit-motiv of the scientific research
in condensed matter physics in the 2nd half of the 20th century. It is worth mentioning here that
this area of research has always been illustrated very well by the activity of our group. Here
there is a multitude of very interesting phenomena and problems. In two dimensional and layered
structures one has to further clarify the role of the nested Femi surface and the alleged deviations
from a Fermi liquid behaviour. In one dimensional systems it remains to get a firm basis for
understanding the effects of interactions, especially between electrons. The role of the quantum
fluctuations in low dimensions is still amenable to a deeper grasp.

Phase transitions are one of the most topical investigations in condensed matter physics. Struc-
tural, electronic, magnetic, ferroelectric transitions, Bose-Einstein condensation, superfluidity, su-
perconductivity, charge- and spin-density waves, etc, are but a few examples. The main problems
today in this area are the role of the fluctuations, the effect of the dimensionality, the part played
by disorder, the response to external probes, and the dynamics of the order parameter near a
critical point. Of particular interest here are the disordered lattice systems and the associated
continuous spin models. Most of these problems are under current investigations in our group.

Copper-oxygen octahedra and pyramids in high-temperature superconducting materials, quasi-
spherical fullerene molecule made of 60 carbon atoms, endohedral fullerene molecules, atomic
clusters with regular or irregular geometries, hexagonal and pentagonal sheets of carbon atoms,
complex ligands in molecular and organic solids, etc, are examples of complex molecular sys-
tems. They are tractable in principle by a combination of theoretical tools borrowed from atomic,
molecular, solid-state, statistical physics and physical chemistry. This is almost a unique situa-
tion, where so many different methods are put together for getting an insight into such complex
systems. The main problem here is to critically analyze the validity range of each of the above-
mentioned methods, try to extend them to these new situations, and be able to interpret the
output correctly, i.e. in agreement with the general principles of theoretical physics. Research
in this area is also illustrated by the activity of our group, as, for instance, our original research
in the Thomas-Fermi theory of atomic clusters, NMR spectra of alkali-doped fullerides, fullerene
anion, etc.
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Antiferomagnetic fluctuations at low doping level in cupprate oxides, abnormal magnetic sus-
ceptibilities in heavy-fermion systems, magnetic response of the spin- and structural-modulated
phases, as well as the recent reports on giant magnetoresistance materials imply strong magnetic
correlations. The problem here is to establish the connection between these magnetic properties
and the associated structural and electronic processes, and to further ellaborate upon the existing
magnetic models as to incorporate these new features. It is worth emphasizing here that our
research group has a highly rated expertise in magnetic models like the spherical Ising models, or
random field models of statistical physics.

Extensive studies are currently performed at this moment on the thermal and electrical con-
ductivities of various compounds, and on various fabricated solid-state structures. The main
problems here are, on one hand, to adapt the classical theories of transport phenomena, devised,
mainly, for homogeneous, infinite physical systems, to newly discovered materials which exhibit
deviations from these uniformities, and, on the other hand, to decipher strange transport pro-
cesses, like ballistic transport, coherent tunneling at the superconductor-normal metal junctions,
finite size effects, etc. Mass transport, thermoconductivity, electrical conductivity , thermopower,
and order parameter transport have been extensively studied in our group, though, perhaps, not
very impressivelly illustrated at the level of the scientific publications.

Defects are everywhere in realistic condensed matter; nothing is perfect in our natuarl world,
and we have to accommodate them in our ideal mathematical models, and to allow for their
important effects. Impurities, vacancies, substitutions, quasi-modulated phases, domain walls,
fractures, vortices, random fields, fluctuations, frustrations, have their own dynamics, i.e. move,
interact, superpose to each others, interfere, and may drastically affect the behaviour of the
main process. The main problem here is precisely the study of this defect dynamics, and its
consequences. Off-centre sites in homogeneous phases, the role played by the vacancy dynamics
in the NMR spectra, the defects thermodynamics at very low temperature have been studied
recently by our group. Disordered and modulated phases represent another aspect of the defect
dynamics, in the sense that the former is, generally, tractable with the tools of the statistical
mecahnics, while the other represent hierarchical perturbations superimposed over regular phases.
Generally, the extent of the symmetry breaking is brought into discussion here, and how certain
lower long-range orders develop from other higher long-range orders.

Quasi-regular structures have been identified over the time in condensed matter physics, and
they are not only a subject of awe, but one of pragmatic, mathematically exact, scientific inves-
tigation. Aperiodic crystals, quasi-regular backbones of the huge biomolecules, Langmuir films
and liquid crystals, quasicrystals of rather common alloys, and, finally, all-over-pervading frac-
tals, are examples of such structures. Almost any meaningful question in the field of theoretical
physics remains largely unanswered as regards these structures. The deep connection between the
geometry, dimensionality and the physical processes is the main problem in this area of research.

Wave propagation in non-regular geometries is a fascinating problem. Almost any motion in
condensed matter may be analyzed in terms of waves. This means, however, that a presupposition
is made as regarding certain homogeneities, small responses, and regular geometrical properties
of the physical system. The realistic situations we encounter so frequently are far from this ideal
situation. Suppose that we have a rough line, or surface; what does a travelling wave look like, and
what are its local effects? What are the global parameteres in terms of which we can characterize
the propagation, reflection, transmision of such a wave? How the energy is dissipated in such a
body with a rough geometry? In certain chemical reactions which take place in a condensed body
wave fronts built up, that have a shape and propagate with a velocity. What is the relationship
between the shape and the velocity of the wave front? Phase transitions do often take place
behind a propagating wave front; what is the order of the phase transition in such a process,
having known that we only have a certain understanding of the phase transitions in infinite,
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homogeneous media? What are the local effects of a seismic wave on the earth surface, where
there are so many inhomogeneities, and such a structured geometry? The latter being only an
example of how practical such an investigation could be.

An overwhelming majority of striking macroscopic phenomena proceed at the level of the
condensed matter purely on the basis of quantum correlations. Helium superfluidity and super-
conductivity are the most typical examples. The latter is known to arise from the fermion statistics
and certain interference effects of the wave-like nature of the electrons; the former, however, while
implying the same wave-like nature of the boson particles, seems to avoid the interference effects,
and precisely in this avoiding resides another special type of quantum correlations; because both
phenomena are the most typical examples of quantum correlations, and the macroscopic quantum
wavefunctions. Quantum particles our world is made of possess ”hiden” particularities as regards
their availability of the entire phase space, and the deep cause of these correlations remains largely
unknown. The main problem here is to test the manifestation of these quantum correlations in
various physical contexts, as, for example, various dimensions, magnetic fields, restricted geome-
tries, etc, with the hope of deepening the quantum nature of our macroscopic world. Studies
on Bose-Einstein condensation, superfluidity, dimensionality effects on the quantum phases, have
continuously been pursued by our research group.

Non-equilibrium processes are extensively studied at this moment, due to the large variety
of complex behaviour they involve, on one hand, and, on the other, due to their ubiquity in
condensed matter systems. Physical kinetics provide the general frame of treating the approach
to equilibrium at long times and over long distances; the main problem here is to incorporate
in such theories the behaviour over short spatio-temporal scales. This implies both higher order
differential equations and non-linear contributions, correlations, fluctuations, feedback, memory
functions and history-dependent processes.

Finally, quasi-classical behaviour of complex quantum systems is a problem raised by numerous
experimental observations which pointed out that complex many-body systems of interacting
quantum particles often exhibit a quasi-classical behaviour; hydrodynamic approaches, mean-
field theories, path-integral formalisms, etc, try to capture this specific behaviour. Contrary to
what is commonly believed, such approaches do not leave aside the essentially quantum nature
of these systems, but are aimed at including precisely those underlying quantum structures and
mathematical concepts that are essential for the observed behaviour.

2 Recent Local Achievements (1992 -)

Our research group of theoretical condensed matter physics has obtained many notable achieve-
ments during the time. They are recorded in cca 60 scientific papers published abroad, and will
be briefly reviewed below, with emphasis on the relevance these achievements bear upon the main
areas of research in the field; at the same time, we note that most of these achievements are
still under current study within our group, in a continuous effort of taking them to a further
development.

In our group it has been developed for the first time an original model of a spherical molecule for
treating the molecular vibrations, rotations and deformations of the fullerene molecule. It has been
shown that, within this model, the fullerene molecule is stable, its rotations are decoupled from
vibrations to a large extent, and new motion equations have been derived, and partly solved, for
certain spherical vibrations of the molecular surface. The electrons moving about such a spherical
molecule have also been studied, and energy spectra for the fullerene anion and dianion have been
obtained in good agreement with the experimental data. Off-centre sites of the alkali cations in
alkali-doped fullerides have been reported by us for the first time in the scientific literature, by
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studying the van der Waals interactions between the fullerene molecules in solid-state phase. A
new effect has thereby been predicted on the assymetrical shape of the NMR spectrum of the alkali
cations in the tetrahedral coordinations, which is currently studied by the experimentalists. The
vacancy dynamics has also been studied in the ternary phases of the alkali-doped fullerides, and
found that they may explain a strange feature in the NMR spectrum observed experimentally since
a few years (the so-called T-T’ splitting), and unexplained till now. A basic reconsideration of the
defect formation in solid state has been prompted by such studies on fullerenes, thus contributing
toward a deeper understanding of the basic phenomena in condensed matter physics. Under certain
circumstances, related to the doping level, the alkali cations in the fullerene cages formed in these
compounds organize themselves in atomic clusters of regular shapes, like, for instance, cubes,
body-centered cubes, tetrahedra, etc. This is a subject of intensive study, both experimentally
and theoretically, and we have formulated a theoretical approach to this problem, which is able to
give consistent answers to various questions concerning the stability, the equilibrium, the degree of
ionization, the interpaly between ionicity and other chemical bondings, etc. More general studies
have been prompted by this problem, too, as regards, for instance the general Thomas-Fermi
theories of atomic structures, chemical binding, complex molecular aggregates, etc. It is worth
stressing here that, in spite of our rather modest means, we made a true theoretical breaktrough
in the fullerene research area, which is deemed as one of the most competitive area in the current
scientific research.

One of the most remarkable achievements of our group are the theoretical studies on the
Hubbard model in one dimension, and its extended versions. These studies are carried out by
a highly original method, recorded as such in the scientific literature. Specifically, the method
consists in treating the interacting Hubbard gas as a fermion gas in the dilute limit by means of
the Bruckner pair approximation. Surprisingly enough the method can be applied consistently
to produce the ground-state energy, correlation functions, and even elementary excitations in
one dimension. Phase diagrams of extended Hubbard models in one dimension has thereby been
obtained as functions of density, and various types of instabilities have been pointed out. Moreover,
these very interesting results, obtained, as it was said, within a typical perturbative approach, raise
the question of the various relationships that may exist between the perturbation theories and
some exact solutions available for these models. The models are relevant for the high-temperature
superconducting materials, and for certain quasi-one-dimensional organic compounds, where the
strong electron correlations are the main problem. Various interaction processes, like on-site,
inter-site, intra-bond, inter-bond, bond-site interactions, etc, have been treatead thoroughly, and
their effect for various densities have been elucidated. The Bruckner theory has been extended in
our theoretical studies in a systematic way, such as to include the selfconsistencies of the electronic
interaction processes, and, by now, it became a powerful tool of investigating systematically the
entire interaction phenomena in such a large variety as the quasi-one-dimensional Hubbard-type
models. Our group has been able to establish many external collaborations in this area of research.

Another very remarkable achievement of our group consists in the theory of the off-centre
diffusion and its application to the Oswald ripening process. First of all, the anomalously large
diffusion coefficients of certain substitutional impurities in alkali halides have been related with
the off-centre positions these impurities may acquire in the host lattice. It was for the first time
in the scientific literature that they off-centre sites were shown to play the essential role in the
impurity diffusion. Secondly, the phenomenological theory of diffusion was revisited, and new
master equations have been derived starting from the elementary acts of the diffusional process.
It was recognized that in the overwhelming experimental situations the long distances and the
long times play the essential role in diffusion. These equations have thereafter been devised in
such a manner as to include the off-centre sites which build themselves around the normal sites
in certain star-patterns with various site numbers and various internal symmetries. The explicit
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solutions have been given to these equations by employing the classical Fourier analysis and the
symmetry properties. It has been studied all the classes of cubic symmetry in one, two and three
dimensions, and it may suffice to say, for instance, that in some cases the system of equations
comprise more than 20, or 30, equations. It is worth mentioning that analytical solutions were
given by the above-mentioned technique, and the solution with the lowest frequency was given
everywhere a particular attention. A general perturbative method has also been developed for
treating these off-centre equations for an arbitrrary symmetry. It has been discovered that an
universal geometric factor affects all the diffusion coefficients, depending on the number of off-
centre sites and their own symmetry with respect to the symmetry of the host lattice. The
method of this geometrical factor has then applied to a much studied phenomenon in the cluster
physics, namely the Oswald ripening. We were able to reformulate the only exising theory of
this phenomenon - the Lifshitz-Slezev theory - , to give its validity limits, and to extend it to
the intermediate regimes of clustering. Indeed, it was shown that this classic theory is valid in
the asymptotic limit of very long times and one huge cluster, where the clusterization goes like
the third power of the time. Before this final stage of clustering, however, we have identified an
intermediate stage where the temporal law is the sixth power of the time, in agreement with all
the available experimental observations. We are, thereby, in possession of a powerful theory of
treating the clusterization phenomena in those parameter regions where almost all the experiments
are conducted and where no theoretical approach was available untill now.

Rigurous models of statistical physics have extensively been studied by our group with notable
results. The phase diagram of the generalized spherical model of a random ferromagnet has
been investigated from the paramagnetic region, and arguments have been given in favour of
a Griffiths intermediate state. The Bogoliubov model of superfluidity has been shown to have
stability problems, and its suitability for describing the superfluid transition, and the related
Bose-Einstein condensation, has been questioned. A soft cutoff has been introduced in order to
remove these inadequacies, whose consequences are still to be further investigated. The quantum
mean-field state of a hot dense plasma has been derived as a limit of canonical states in a Wiener
integral approach, allowing a better control of the Hartree equation and its classical limit. The
occurrence of the nematic order has been established for a two-dimensional model with long-range
interaction, and the corresponding critical behaviour has numerically been investigated.

Studies on one-dimensional many-fermion systems were continued in our group of research,
and are of continuing interest. After having devised in the past the appropriate form of boson
representation of the fermion fields in one dimension, and having explored its consequences on
the interaction processes in quasi-one-dimensional systems, a more flexible version of bosonization
has been derived recently, by means of the quasi-classical approximation method. This bosoniza-
tion allows one to understand the basic nature of the fermion-boson duality in one dimension,
and it lends itself to various applications which were deemed as almost intractable untill now.
The well-known Luttinger liquid has been rederived by means of this method, and it was also
extended beyond the low-lying boson-like excitations by incorporating the interference effects of
the right-moving and left-moving fermions. It has obtained in this way a new type of excitation
in these systems, namely a soliton associated with the zero-sound type of processes occurring in
a normal Fermi liquid. The well-known interaction processes in one dimension, classified by the
”g-ology” theories in forward scattering, backward scattering and umklapp scattering, with and
without fermion-branch and spin flip, are much more directly obtained in this formalism, and their
various physical consequences are much easier to be assessed. Moreover, the formalism is very well
adapted to treating more complex problems as the electron-phonon interaction in one dimension,
or the inter-chain coupling, the physics of the coupled Luttinger, and beyond-Luttinger liquids,
problems of large interest at this moment in the scientific community. The transport properties of
these quantum liquids, especially the electric conduction, including superconductor-normal metal
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junctions are also tractable rather straightforwardly by the quasi-classical bosonization. It is worth
stressing that this method, and the corresponding version of bosonization, is a notable advance in
the theoretical studies of the non-Fermi quantum liquids.

Classical and quantum transport phenomena have been revisited, with emphasis on the finite
life-time processes of elementary transport. The phonon thermoconductivity of a finite-size, ideal
lattice has been derived, and, following the same method, the electric conductivity and ther-
mopower have been studied, for various typical situations, like normal metals, semiconductors,
quasi-one-dimensional compounds, etc. Applications have been made to recent experimental data
on the thermoconductivity of some quasi-one-dimensional materials, whose both phonon spectrum
and the electrical carries exhibit typically significant deviations from those of the ideal solid. At
the same time, the connection has been made to the transport properties of the condensed phases,
especially the superconducting and the charge-density-waves phases, near the critical point. The
method has been applied also to a rather different type of process, the sound attenuation near
a critical point, and a new, general mechanism of sound attenuation has been formulated in this
case. It is based on the specific dynamics of the order parameter of the phase transition near
the critical point, especially on the phase dynamics of this parameter. The mechanism has been
applied to puzzling experimental data in quasi-one-dimensional compounds exhibiting transitions
toward a charge-density-wave state, and a good agreement has been obtained, together with an
understanding of the physical processes involved. Related to the dynamics of the order pararmeter
it is worth mentioning that the thermoconductivity (as well as the specific heat) of the phase ex-
citations have also been derived for the first time in the case of the charge-density waves. All this
research has turned out to be of significant relevance for the physics of the quasi-one-dimensional
materials, which is one of the most active fields of research at this moment.

A very interesting problem has recently been solved by our group, concerning the relationship
between the magnetic field and the spin-density wave in Bechgaard salts. These compounds
are of much interest because they may provide a natural system for the quantum Hall effect.
However, the situation is a bit more complicated than in the usual, fabricated structures, since
a spin-density wave accompanies the magnetic field. This transition has been observed by the
thermodynamical parameters, and never directly observed by the in-plane modulated spin density
as one naively would have expected. The existing theoretical approaches are usually making use of
the assumption that these compounds are quasi-one-dimensional; which they are, structurally; but
the careful analysis shows that electronically, and especially when the magnetic field is applied,
they turn out to be effectively two-dimensional. In addition, the large electronic anisotropy of
these compounds make them to behave as two-dimensional quasi-free electronic systems in the
effective-mass approximation. This is a very unusual situation, and it must be stressed that it
is due entirely to a certain range of electronic and structural parameters, which fall in a very
narrow window; and, it is quite amazing that these compounds are naturally tailored in precisely
this manner, which makes their study very attractive, indeed. The whole theory of the electron
motion in a magnetic field has had to be reconsidered for such anisotropic situations in order
to identify quantitatively this special behaviour. This opens the way, on the other hand, to the
investiagtion of the quantum Hall effect in these natural structures. It was predicted, beside all the
observed thermodynamical quantities of this field induced spin-density wave, that the wavevector
modulation of the spin density takes place almost perpendicular to the planes, instead of residing
in the planes. This prediction is a matter of current pondering on behalf of the experimentalists.

Quantum and statistical correlations, brought about by the indiscernability of the quantum
particles, have also been studied, especially in low-dimensional systems, for the collective modes
of the normal many-particle systems, and in the condensed phases of the second-order phase
transitions. It has been shown that a recent inequality involving the structure factor of the many-
particle systems is nothing but another form of the definition of the structure factor and the effect
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of the the well-known sum rules. The method used for rederiving this inequality served to extend
this inequality such as to incorporate the collective modes and the condensed modes of the order
parameter. Explicit applications have been done for plasmons, for the zero-sound in the normal
Fermi liquid, and for the Bose-Einstein condensation and generally for the superfluid transitions.
This type of research aims to deepen our understanding of the basic features of the interacting
many-particle systems, like the collective modes, the symmetry breaking, the off-diagonal long-
range order, the macroscopic quantum wavefunction, etc. Another type of quantum correlations
(and fluctuations) have been studied in connection with the low dimensional solids. It is well-
known that these solids are unstable, both at zero and at finite temperatures, as a result of the
atomic fluctuations in the harmonic approximation. It has been shown that these solids can be
stabilized under these fluctuations by imposing certain constraints on their motion, in agreement
with the actual experimental situation. More precisely, these constraints arise from the substrate
these solids are always deposited on, and the consequences of these special conditions on the
vibration spectra have been investigated. Besides stabilizing them by this device, it has also been
shown that these solids have a finite temperature of melting. The latter was computed in the
harmonical self-consistent approximation both for one-, two- and three-dimensional lattice, and
the well-known Lindemann criterion of melting has thereby been obtained.

An original theory of high-tempertaure superconductivity has been developed by our group
for the cupprate oxides. It is based on the local distortion of the copper-oxygen octahedra and
pyramids, due to the displacive modes of the oxygen anions in these molecular complex. Basic
experimental facts are included by this theory, like the lattice vibration spectrum, the charge
carriers, the tilting modes of the octahedra and the ”dimple” modes of the pyramids. At this
stage the theory does not take into account the retardation of the pairing interaction, and the
particular features of the Fermi sea; for instance, the change of the charge carriers from holes
to electrons on increasing the doping level is left aside. However, the theory is able to predict
the main experimental features of the phenomenon, like the dependence of the superconducting
parameters on the hole concentration (i.e. the doping level), the anomalous isotope shifts, the
relationship between the critical temperature and the tilting angle, etc, all these predictions being
left to be further checked on experimentally.

3 Rezumatul proiectului

Cercetarile stiintifice ce fac obiectul prezentului proiect sint cercetari de fizica fundamentala
privind teoria starii condensate a materiei, cu aplicatii in fizica materialelor, in chimia fizica,
in fizica matematica si in tehnicile computationale de tratare a informatiei stiintifice. Cele 5
obiective principale enumerate mai jos sint rezultate din progresele actuale ale cercetarii stiintifice
dezvoltate si din experienta proprie acumulata in acest domeniu.

1. Proiectul va dezvolta teoria lichidului Fermi in raport cu fundamentarea interactiilor pri-
mare dintre particule; situatia cuasi-fenomenologica a acestei teorii este un punct central la acest
moment in cercetarea stiintifica mondiala, ca urmare a sistemelor fermionice puternic corelate,
a supraconductivitatii si efectului Hall cuantic, si a lichidelor cuantice exotice, inclusiv teoria
bosonilor compusi.

2. Proiectul va dezvolta in continuare teoria sistemelor fermionice in doua dimensiuni; dimen-
siunea doi este un subiect care a aparut recent in atentia cercetarilor de teoria starii condensate
a materiei, dupa ce au fost inregistrate progrese notabile in trei dimensiuni si intr-o dimensi-
une; interesul pentru dimensiunea doi provine din anumite echivalente ale statisticilor cuantice
bosonice si fermionice, pe de o parte, iar pe de alta parte, din geometria bidimensionala a materi-
alelor lamelare, a filmelor depuse pe suprafete, a nanostructurilor si a materialelor nanostructurate
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artificial.

3. Proiectul va dezvolta analiza proprietatilor statistice ale electronilor in cimp magnetic, ale
suprafluiditatii, ale sistemelor magnetice, inclusiv neomogene, cu atentie speciala asupra corelati-
ilor si fluctuatiilor cuantice si dimensionale; aceasta directie de cercetare se refera la dezvoltarea
metodelor fundamentale de analiza a sistemelor de stare condensata, precum teoria functiilor
analitice si integrala functionala (integrala de drum Feynman), raspunzind interesului si cerintelor
crescinde ce se inregistreaza la ora actuala in lume pentru rezultate riguroase in fizica statistica
si teoria mai multor corpuri.

4. Proiectul va aplica aceste cunostinte teoretice la dezvoltarea unor metode alternative pen-
tru tratarea sisemelor mesoscopice si in special a clusterilor atomici; metodele traditionale refer-
itoare la proprietatile fundamentale ale acestor sisteme (precum energia de legatura, ionizarea,
stabilitatea, spectroscopia) se bazeaza pe coduri numerice de calcul, rareori accesibile comercial;
metodele alternative ce fac obiectul proiectului de fata pornesc de la tratari cuasiclasice, adecvate
situatiei, si au un caracter semi-analitic, fiind, din acest punct de vedere, mult mai convenabile.

5. Proiectul isi propune dezvoltarea in forme finite, valorificabile, a metodelor si instrumentelor
electronice de prelucrare a informatiei, incluzind elaborarea, editarea si publicarea informatiei sti-
intifice pe retelele computationale; interesul recent pentru aceasta forma de cercetare stiintifica este
enorm, continutul insusi al cercetarii stiintifice suferind astazi mutatii remarcabile sub impactul
acestei tendinte generale; bazele de date stiintifice, publicatiile stiintifice, informarea, controlul si
manipularea informatiei in domeniul fizicii starii condensate a materiei, al materialelor si al fizicii
statistice se adapteaza continuu la aceasta situatie noua; proiectul isi propune sa continue si sa
valorifice experienta membrilor sai in acest domeniu, si sa dezvolte aceste instrumente computa-
tionale sub forma unor produse finite cu o posibila valoare de piata; sub acest aspect proiectul are
si caracteristica unui proiect de cercetare fundamentala-aplicativa.

4 Prezentarea proiectului

4.1 Stadiul actual al cunoasterii in domeniu si relevanta proiectului
pentru dezvoltarea cercetarii stiintifice

Fizica starii condensate a materiei se dezvolta astazi pe cel putin trei directii majore de cercetare
stiintifica si dezvoltare tehnologica; in ordinea volumului de activitate aceste directii sint: manipu-
larea materiei, efecte macroscopice ale naturii cuantice microscopice, rafinarea metodelor teoretice
de investigare. Aspectul teoretic al acestor directii este cunoscut sub numele de teoria mai multor
corpuri si fizica statistica; obiectul acestor discipline este derivarea proprietatilor fizice ale ma-
teriei din interactiunile primare ale constituentilor sai atomici. Este de remarcat tendinta actuala
din fizica statistica catre studiul sistemelor mesoscopice, in contrast cu limitarea traditionala la
ansamble macroscopice.

Manipularea materiei este evaluata la ora ctuala ca fiind directia majora de dezvoltare a fizicii
in urmatorul secol; ea constituie primul element din lista celor 3 tendinte globale ale cercetarii
stiintifice in secolul 21, alaturi de manipularea informatiei si manipularea vietii; in aceste directii
se asteapta rezultate surprinzatoare, ce vor reforma viata si societatea umana in intreg mileniul
urmator. Dupa cum se vede, evaluarea se face in termenii ’manipularii”, ceea ce este un indiciu
al recunoasterii unei noi puteri, anume puterea stiintifica. Intr-adevar, continutul de baza al
manipularii materiei provine din utilizarea tehnicilor si instrumentelor avansate de investigare
a materiei, precum epitaxia moleculara, microscopul electronic, sincrotronul, laserul, imagistica
magnetica, reactorul nuclear. Punctele de virf la ora actuala in acest domeniu sint clusterii atomici
si sistemele mesoscopice, materia nanostructurata, cristalele fotonice, tranzistorul unielectronic si
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ciclotronul unielectronic.

Interesul major pentru clusterii atomici si sistemele mesoscopice provine din doua surse; intii,
se au in vedere diverse aplicatii tehnologice, printre care cea mai frecventa este realizarea de filme
nanostructurate pe suprafete de suport in vederea specularii proprietatilor electrice si magnetice
ale acestor sisteme; intr-adevar, sistemele mesoscopice au particularitati notabile in starile elec-
tronice, momentele magnetice, proprietatile optice si vibrationale, ce se urmaresc a fi valorificate;
de exemplu, suportii de memorii magnetice realizati din aceste materiale promit a fi rapizi, nere-
manenti si foarte localizati, toate acestea fiind avantaje tehnologice. Particularitatile lor provin
din numarul suficient de mic al constituentilor lor atomici, ceea ce face sa se evidentieze natura
cuantica. Pe de alta parte, numarul acestor constituenti este totusi suficient de mare pentru a
crea oportunitatea abordarii teoretice a naturii clusterilor atomici si a sistemelor mesoscopice cu
metode de teoria starii condensate, adecvat adaptate. Pentru ca problema centrala a acestor
sisteme este una de fizica fundamentala, si anume calculul energiei de legatura, al potentialelor
de ionizare, al spectrelor electronice si optice. Aceste probleme implica o situatie noua, aceea a
interactiilor electrice intr-un sistem cu un numar mare de constituenti atomici, dar totusi limitat;
metodele curente folosesc coduri de calcul numeric costisitoare, atit sub raport al resurselor de
calcul cit si al pretului de cost, atunci cind sint accesibile comercial; aceasta metodologie este a
reminiscenta a activitatii de cercetare stiintifica din domeniul chimiei cuantice, si nu este adecvata
cerintelor actuale; tratarea generala corecta si convenabila a problemei este aceea a metodelor
cunoscute sub numele de cuasiclasice, precum variante ale metodei Thomas-Fermi si ale func-
tionalei densitatii; acesta este aspectul particular pe care proiectul prezent si-l are drept obiectiv.
Este de subliniat totusi in acest context nccesitatea adaptarii corecte a acestei atitudini generale
a investigatiei stiintifice la o situatie complet noua, lucru ce poate fi realizat numai pe baza unor
analize profunde a principiilor si metodelor generale; din acest punct de vedere, proiectul urmeaza
sa beneficieze de experienta acumulata in urma unor astfel de cercetari pur fundamentale efectuate
in trecut.

Evidentierea efectelor macroscopice din interactiile primare ale constituentilor atomici cuantici
contine fenomene intens studiate la ora actuala, precum supraconductivitatea, suprafluiditatea,
magnetismul, transportul (de materie, electric, termic), efectul Hall, lichidele cuantice, in spe-
cial cele exotice, materia ”soft”, materia ”stelara” si procesele statistice de neechilibru. Este de
remarcat aici, in primul rind, prezenta acestor fenomene fizice, in forme specifice, in structurile
mesoscopice si in clusterii atomici, evidentiind in acest fel legatura substantiala dintre prima di-
rectie de cercetare expusa mai sus si cea de a doua directie, discutata aici. In aceste probleme de
fenomene macroscopice sint esentiale corelatiile, a caror origine este in general multipla, fluctuati-
ile, de asemenea de diverse naturi, si efectele colective, de mare interes teoretic si practic. La ora
actuala, o atentie deosebita este acordata corelatiilor legate de distanta de actiune a interactiilor
(de exemplu corelatiile de tip long-range), corelatiilor cinematice, corelatiilor cuantice colective,
corelatiilor dinamice provenite din jocul naturii cuantice a componentilor microscopici si interactia
dintre ei, corelatiilor provenite din constringeri geometrice (precum dimensionalitate, finitudine,
etc) si corelatiilor de natura electromagnetica cuantica (efecte de non-localitate a cimpului elec-
tromagnetic, de exemplu, dinamica de faze geometrice, etc). Fluctuatiile legate de geometrie, si
de numarul de particule sint cunoscute de multa vreme; un aspect de mare interes actual insa
provine din fluctuatiile asociate cu constringerile cuantice colective, locale si, in special, nelocale.
Aceste chestiuni au o relevanta deosebita pentru dinamica modurilor colective in sistemele de
stare condensata, modurile asociate cu ruperile de simetrii, modurile paramerilor de ordine in
tranzitiile de faza, dinamica electronilor in cimp electromagnetic, etc. Aceasta grupa de probleme
este tipica pentru supraconductivitate, suprafluiditate, magnetism, unde de densitate de sarcina
si de spin, lichide cuantice, efect Hall cuantic. In conformitate cu interesul ce se inregistreaza la
ora actuala in cercetarea stiintifica proiectul are in vederea dezvoltarea investigatiilor sistemelor
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de stare condensata sub acest aspect al efectelor macroscopice, in particular statistica electronilor
in cimp magnetic, constringerile dimensiunii doi asupra fermionilor in interactie, dinamica hamil-
tonienilor efectivi si a modurilor colective corespunzatoare, corelatiile si fluctuatiile magnetice.
Pe linga interesul practic al unor astfel de probleme (prccum procesele electronice si magnetice in
filmele depuse pe suprafete, sau in structurile lamelare, etc), aceste investigatii tintesc la probleme
metodologice fundamentale ale fizicii teoretice a starii condensate a materiei. Intr-adevar, anumite
echivalente statistice intre fermioni si bosoni in dimensiunea doi apar inca destul de surprinza-
toare, limitele de valabilitate a unor metode aproximative promit deschiderea catre fundamentarea
din primele principii a magnetismului materiei, dezvoltarea metodelor laticiale de teoria cimpu-
lui par a fi capabile de a deschide noi posibilitati de tratare riguroasa a diagramelor de faza
magnetice pentru electronii puternic legati (ca in modelul Hubbard, de exemplu), tratarea exci-
tatiilor elementare ca fluctuatii ale unor cimpuri bosonice deschide noi perspective catre evaluarea
proprietatilor statistice . Toate aceste aspecte tin de natura metodelor teoretice fundamentale
de abordare a fizicii materiei condensate, ceea ce reprezinta cea de a treia directie majora de
dezvoltare a acestui domeniu la ora actuala.

Teoria starii condensate a materiei a dezvoltat in cursul timpului o serie de metode si concepte
proprii de tratare a fenomenelor fizice, metode si concepte ce au dus la constituirea in fapt a acestei
discipline. Dezvoltarea acestor metode si concepte s-a facut ca urmare a cautarii unor raspunsuri
la probleme ce apareau din principiile generale ale fizicii teoretice, pe de o parte, iar pe de alta
parte, ca urmare a unor situatii experimentale concrete, noi, particulare, ce necesitau o intelegere,
si o incadrare in corpul doctrinelor teoretice ale fizicii. Multe din aceste metode si concepte au
fost preluate in teoria cimpului, fizica nucleara, chimia fizica, fizica plasmei, fizica matematica,
ele avindu-si sursa initiala in fizica starii solide. Metodologia conceptuala a starii condensate a
materiei este marcata de doua tendinte generale; pe de o parte, s-a urmarit caracterul pragmatic
si utilitar al teoriilor, punindu-se accent pe obtinerea rezultatelor ce urmau a fi testate exper-
imental; pe de alta parte, s-a urmarit fundamentarea riguroasa a acestor teorii, examinarea si
stabilirea limitelor lor de validitate, natura si justificarea aproximatiilor, elaborarea de metode cit
mai adecvate, flexibile, manipulabile, de preferinta analitic, intr-o cit mai mare masura, ce fac uz
de avantajele particularitatilor fizice ale problemelor. La ora actuala cercetarea stiintifica in teoria
starii condensate a materiei dezvolta atit latura pragmatica a teoriilor fizice, cit si fundamentarea
riguroasa, matematica, a acestor teorii, conform cu marile principii metodologice ale fizicii; dar,
in plus, se remarca si o nevoie crescinda de examinare a limitelor de validitate, a conditiilor de
aplicabilitate, de estimare a gradului de incredere, si de alegere judicioasa a celor mai potrivite
conditionari ale acestor teorii, in vederea eficientizarii demersului teoretic, a cresterii gradului de
confidenta, de simplificare si de convenabilitate. In general, teoriile starii condensate a materiei
necesita la acest moment o tot mai critica examinare si evaluare, si aceasta tendinta este mani-
festa in cercetare stiintifica moderna. Teoria starii condensate a materiei raspunde la problema
fundamentala a comportarii fizice a sistemelor de mai multe particule si cimpuri in interactie.
In aceasta ordine, interactia fermionilor, interactia bosonilor, interactia cimpului electromagnetic
cu materia si interactiile atomice efective, de tipul celor magnetice, sint chestiuni centrale, prin
gradul lor de generalitate; in particular, pe linga gradul lor de generalitate, interactiile magnetice
sint de subliniat in acest context, intrucit ele sint fundamental slabe, deci necesita metode rafinate
de tratare teoretica, dar au efecte macroscopice notabile, deci pentru ele exista un interes practic.
Raspunsul fundamental, ultim, pe care teoria starii condensate il ofera este in esenta comportarea
statistica a fazelor de agregare, dinamica tranzitiilor de faza si fenomenele critice asociate, si spec-
troscopia nivelelor de energie (in general de diverse naturi). Lichidul Fermi este o faza fundamen-
tala de agregare a materiei cuantice, ce constituie, impreuna cu lichidul Bose, una din paradigmele
starii condensate. Teoria lichidului Fermi se afla esential la un nivel cuasi-fenomenologic, ce este
convenabil pentru multe aplicatii practice, asa ca incercarile de teorie a mai multor corpuri de
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fundamentare a lichidului Fermi au fost de obicei deturnate catre alte aspecte, mai particulare.
Chestiunea principala insa revine in atentie cercetarii stiintifice cu ocazia sistemelor bidimension-
ale, realizate in multe instante practice, intrucit comporatrea fermionilor in interactie in doua
dimensiuni pare a prezenta aspecte curioase; cerectarea stiintifica in acest domeniu inregistreaza
la ora actuala multe puncte controversate, situatii ambigue si delicate, pozitii si atitudini diferite,
ca urmare a intereselor stiintifice distincte. De aceea, chestiunea este cu atit mai stimulatoare si
mai provocatoare, si necesita o abordare aproape monografica. O astfel de abordare are in vedere
prezentul proiect, ca un element de inceput, atit in cazul traditional tridimensional, cit si in cazul
bidimensional, discutia necesitind o largire a bazei, datorita rezultatelor complet distincte, de
binecunoscute cimpuri si echivalente bosonice, referitoare la fermionii in interactie in sisteme uni-
si cuasi-unidimensionale. In particular, proiectul isi propune si incercarea de extindere a discutiei
la statistica electronilor normali in prezenta cimpurilor externe, cum ar fi cimpul magnetic, si, in
special, la proprietatile si natura modurilor colective si relatia lor cu excitatiile cuasi-particula.
In acelasi context de cercetari fundamentale se inscrie dezvoltarea pe care si-o propune prezen-
tul proiect de metode matematice riguroase de tratare a corelatiilor, fluctuatiilor si proprietatilor
colective si cooperative in sistemele cu interactii magnetice. In aceste cazuri, corelatiile cuantice
au deseori un rol dominant, iar, recent, s-a realizat o anumita echivalenta metodologica intre fluc-
tuatii si cimpuri bosonice auxiliare; metoda prezinta promisiuni interesante in directia evaluarii
constringerilor specifice electronilor puternic legati ca sursa de magnetism, prin utilizarea ei in
contextul modelelor de cimpuri laticiale. Integrala functionala este natural adusa in discutie aici,
in manipularea cimpurilor bosonice efective auxiliare, cu intentia de a obtine natura generala a
dinamicii magnetice efective, sau cuasiclasice.

Cercetarea stiintifica moderna se face astazi prin manipularea electronica a informatiei stiin-
tifice. Practicile traditionale ale cercetarii stiintifice sufera la acesa moment schimbari importante
sub impactul mijloacelor computationale, dar se remarca in plus schimbarea continutului insusi
al cercetarii stiintifice in aceste conditii. Comunicarea stiintifica (inclusiv orala, in timp real, prin
electro-conferinte), elaborarea, editarea si publicarea rezultatelor stiintifice, stocarea, gestionarea,
accesarea si manipularea datelor si informatiei stiintifice sint computerizate; dar in plus, ca o alta
noutate, obiectele fizice insesi sint construite si accesate experimental cu mijloace computationale,
masuratorile fiind adesea facute direct cu astfel de mijloace, pe obiecte, nu numai simulate compu-
tational, dar construite pe computere din date fizice primare. Aceste constructii nu sint in general
univoce, si realizarea lor pe computere ridica chestiunea alegerii unora sau altora dintre aspectele
fizice complementare, precum si chestiunea unei metodologii de studiu convenabile, compatibile
cu principiile fizice. Acest aspect modern schimba esential continutul, nu numai practicile cerc-
etarii stiintifice, prin constructia unei realitati virtuale ce devine ea insasi obiect al stiintei. Prin
multitudinea problemelor abordate, si prin volumul specific de informatie stiintifica, fizica starii
condensate a materiei este afectata major de aceste tendinte computationale moderne; dar, in plus,
legatura dintre fizica starii condensate si mijloacele computatioale este una mult mai substantiala,
in comparatie cu toate celelalte domenii si discipline ale fizicii, intrucit mijloacele computationale
sint ele insele sisteme de materie condensata, organizate fizic; in virtutea naturii noi a acestor
mijloace, atit de aparate de masura, de instrumente tehnice de constructie a obiectului fizic si
de instrumente de calcul si manipulare a informatiei, o noua si profunda problema apare in acest
context, referitoare la obiectivitatea si semnificatia demersului stiintific; in fizica starii condensate
a materiei incepe sa apara o problema profunda, cu aceasta ocazie, aceea a stiintei ce se studiaza
automat pe ea insasi. Prin metodologia activitatilor prezentului proiect, dezvoltarea metodelor si
instrumentelor computationale de manipulare a informatiei stiintifice este naturala, si constituie
un alt obiectiv al cercetarilor propuse.
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4.2 Contributii la dezvoltarea cunoasterii stiintifice

1. Clarificarea bazei teorii lichidului Fermi ca efect al interactiilor primare dintre constituen-
tii atomici; elucidarea limitelor de aplicabilitate si a conditiilor de validitate; dezvoltarea teoriei
pentru cazul bidimnsional; precizarea relatiei cu sistemele fermionice unidimensionale; rolul di-
mensionalitatii in sistemele normale de fermioni in interactie

2. Proprietatile statistice ale electronilor in cimp magnetic; rolul si virtutile metodologice ale
cimpurilor bosonice de fluctuatii in magnetism; capacitatea electronilor strins legati in structuri
laticiale de a genera magnetism; aspectul fluctuant al spinilor inalti in undele de spin; diagrama
de faze magnetice in sisteme de fermioni puternic corelati la temperaturi joase; clarificarea capaci-
tatilor analitice ale integralei functionale de a reprezenta interactiile efective prin cimpuri bosonice
auxiliare; fixarea conditiilor de aplicabilitate ale hamiltonienilor de magnetism efectiv

3. Metode alternative, cuasiclasice, de tratare a interactiilor electrice in sisteme mesoscopice
si in clusteri atomici; stabilitatea, energia de legatura, potentiale de ionizare, spectrul excitati-
ilor electronice si de vibratie, modurile colective in aceste sisteme; clarificarea legaturilor dintre
electromagnetismul clasic al materiei, miscarea cuantica a constituentilor atomici, reprezentabil-
itatea prin cimpuri clasice, conditiile de self-consistenta ale acestei dinamici; degajarea cadrului
general de extindere la interactii neelectrice; pozitia metodelor cuasiclasice in raport cu metodele
de calcule ab-initio

4. Dezvoltarea metodelor si instrumentelor computationale de elaborare, editare si publicare
a informatiei stiintifice, de stocare, gestionare, arhivare si manipulare a acestei informatii, de
comunicare stiintifica interactiva, cu aplicatii la cercetarile de teoria starii condensate a materiei;
dezvoltarea acestor metode si instrumente in forme finite, cu o posibila valoare pe piata aplicativa
a cercetarii stiintifice; oferta tehnico-stiintifica la nevoile socio-economice actuale

4.3 Obiectivele proiectului

Cercetarile stiintifice ce fac obiectul prezentului proiect sint cercetari de fizica fundamentala
privind teoria starii condensate a materiei, cu aplicatii in fizica materialelor, in chimia fizica,
in fizica matematica si in tehnicile computationale de tratare a informatiei stiintifice. Cele 5
obiective principale enumerate mai jos sint rezultate din progresele actuale ale cercetarii stiintifice
dezvoltate si din experienta proprie acumulata in acest domeniu.

1. Proiectul va dezvolta teoria lichidului Fermi in raport cu fundamentarea interactiilor pri-
mare dintre particule; situatia cuasi-fenomenologica a acestei teorii este un punct central la acest
moment in cercetarea stiintifica mondiala, ca urmare a sistemelor fermionice puternic corelate,
a supraconductivitatii si efectului Hall cuantic, si a lichidelor cuantice exotice, inclusiv teoria
bosonilor compusi.

2. Proiectul va dezvolta in continuare teoria sistemelor fermionice in doua dimensiuni; dimen-
siunea doi este un subiect care a aparut recent in atentia cercetarilor de teoria starii condensate
a materiei, dupa ce au fost inregistrate progrese notabile in trei dimensiuni si intr-o dimensi-
une; interesul pentru dimensiunea doi provine din anumite echivalente ale statisticilor cuantice
bosonice si fermionice, pe de o parte, iar pe de alta parte, din geometria bidimensionala a materi-
alelor lamelare, a filmelor depuse pe suprafete, a nanostructurilor si a materialelor nanostructurate
artificial.

3. Proiectul va dezvolta analiza proprietatilor statistice ale electronilor in cimp magnetic, ale
suprafluiditatii, ale sistemelor magnetice, inclusiv neomogene, cu atentie speciala asupra corelati-
ilor si fluctuatiilor cuantice si dimensionale; aceasta directie de cercetare se refera la dezvoltarea
metodelor fundamentale de analiza a sistemelor de stare condensata, precum teoria functiilor
analitice si integrala functionala (integrala de drum Feynman), raspunzind interesului si cerintelor
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crescinde ce se inregistreaza la ora actuala in lume pentru rezultate riguroase in fizica statistica
si teoria mai multor corpuri.

4. Proiectul va aplica aceste cunostinte teoretice la dezvoltarea unor metode alternative pen-
tru tratarea sisemelor mesoscopice si in special a clusterilor atomici; metodele traditionale refer-
itoare la proprietatile fundamentale ale acestor sisteme (precum energia de legatura, ionizarea,
stabilitatea, spectroscopia) se bazeaza pe coduri numerice de calcul, rareori accesibile comercial;
metodele alternative ce fac obiectul proiectului de fata pornesc de la tratari cuasiclasice, adecvate
situatiei, si au un caracter semi-analitic, fiind, din acest punct de vedere, mult mai convenabile.

5. Proiectul isi propune dezvoltarea in forme finite, valorificabile, a metodelor si instrumentelor
electronice de prelucrare a informatiei, incluzind elaborarea, editarea si publicarea informatiei sti-
intifice pe retelele computationale; interesul recent pentru aceasta forma de cercetare stiintifica este
enorm, continutul insusi al cercetarii stiintifice suferind astazi mutatii remarcabile sub impactul
acestei tendinte generale; bazele de date stiintifice, publicatiile stiintifice, informarea, controlul si
manipularea informatiei in domeniul fizicii starii condensate a materiei, al materialelor si al fizicii
statistice se adapteaza continuu la aceasta situatie noua; proiectul isi propune sa continue si sa
valorifice experienta membrilor sai in acest domeniu, si sa dezvolte aceste instrumente computa-
tionale sub forma unor produse finite cu o posibila valoare de piata; sub acest aspect proiectul are
si caracteristica unui proiect de cercetare fundamentala-aplicativa.

5 Work in Progress

In the next months the general theoretical framework will hopefully be established for getting a
physical description of the ferroelectric transition in SmB6. A symmetry breaking has recently
been reported in this compound involving the spatial inversion. This investigation falls into the
class of the phase transition research, this time being discussed a comparatively rare case, namely
the relationship between the rather localized f-electron states, of an atomic-like nature, and the
more extended d-electron states, resembling more the conduction band states in normal, simple
metals. The compound belongs to the transition-elements family, where little is actually known,
despite of extensive investigations performed in the past on the magnetic, structural and conduct-
ing properties. The ferroelectric transition is usually associated with a corresponding structural
transition, toward a state with a permanent, non-vanishing local electric moment (dipole). The
possibility of a ferroelectric transition driven by the interaction between two electronic state part-
ners is a new possibility, recently highlighted, whose nature is still far to be understood. The
problem is in fact more complicate, as there is already a description of a similar transition as a
first-order one, while many other experimental data seem to indicate a second-order transition.
The difficulties related with having reliable data for the time being can hopefully be circumvented
by a rigurous theoretical analysis, which will be able to give a clear-cut distinction between the
properties of a first-order transition and a second-order one in this particular case. The basic
ingredients of the theoretical models will be critically analyzed, as regards the various types of
intercations between the two-bands electrons permited by the lattice symmetry and the general
asssumptions of the tight-binding approximation. The ferroelectric state will be obtained by
standard techniques, and its properties wil be investigated as functions of the various model pa-
rameters. In the next step the optical response will be investigated, which seems to be the main
experimental tool of getting accurate information in this case. More general problems will be
raised thereafter, as regards the type of order, the quantum correlations involved, general spin
models that could be used more comfortably for treating similar problems. We emphasize that
this is a completely new problem in the field of the condensed matter physics, which, however,
lends itself to a conceptually known treatment, at least in principle. It is also worth emphasizing
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that the dynamics of the f- and d-electrons in trasitional elements has been given much attention
in the past, and is still a matter of extensive research.

The work on the strongly correlated electrons in one-dimensional systems is another objective
of our research group. On a short-term basis the Hubbard model with a bipartite lattice will
be approached within the renormalization group method. This method has been devised in the
past specifically for computing the critical exponents of the phase transitions; almost at the
same time it has been extended to treating the various classes of equivalence of many-particle
systems, by using the scaling concept. Among others, the method proved to be very valuable
in the case of the one-dimensional systems, where the logarithmic singularities asociated with
various interaction processes dictate the physical behaviour of the system. Writing down the main
diagramatic contributions to the effective interactions, applying the renormalization procedures,
and solving for the scaling equations, enables one to get a renormalization-group diagram for the
effective coupling constants whereon various classes of equivalence can be read. Moreover, the
singularities of the response functions can be obtained in this way, such that a phase diagram
results, pointing out the possible phases of an interacting many-body system. In the case of the
Hubbard model the interest resides in the change of the phase diagram on varying the filling factor,
i.e. the electron density. It is known that a rather rich phase diagram is obtained for the classical
version of the Hubbard model, suggesting thus a particularly correlated physics of the intercating
fermions. For a bipartite lattice in one dimension the phase diagram is even richer, involving
singlet and triplet superconductivity, charge- and spin-density waves, modulated phases of the
umklapp scattering processes, etc. It is worth noting that an extended version of the Hubbard
model is studied in one dimension, i.e. one wherein not only the on-site interaction is taken into
account, but also inter-site interactions, bond-site intercations, inter- and intr-bond interactions
are included. The coupling constants of all these interaction processes depend themselves on the
electron density, so that trough the renormalization-group equations this dependence is propagated
into the phase diagram of the model. The two main classes of equivalence are obtained, namely
the Luttinger-type liquids and the Luther-Emery-type exactly-soluble models. Critical exponents
of the corresponding correlation functions are to be computed in the next stage of this research,
and the very interesting inter-chain coupling problem remains to be tackled. By solving such type
of problems one gets an insight of what type of physical behaviour a certain model might exhibit,
in the sense of what equivalence class that model fall in; and secondly, one may assess whether the
further pursuing of a given model is worth of. For instance, the bipartite Hubbard model in one
dimension is thought to be relevant for the copper-oxygen chains in the highly superconducting
cupprate oxides.

Theoretical research on fullerenes is running on. The main attention is given in the next future
to the stability of the endohedral fullerene molecules. These are molecular aggregates made of
a quasi-spherical fullerene molecule which may take inside an atom, or a group of atoms. The
problem is to assess the stability of this system. The main method of approaching this problem
is by means of the Thomas-Fermi theory. The system consists of a certain distribution of positive
charges, displayed over a quasi-spherical surface, and another central point-like charge, plus the
moving electrons obeying the Fermi statistics. If one approximates the fullerene molecule with a
spherical shell the resulting molecular complex is unstable within the Thomas-Fermi theory. One
is therefore forced to go beyond the spherical approximation, i.e. to take into account the discrete
distribution of the carbon atoms on the molecular shell. However, this implies a refinement of
the standard Thomas-Fermi theory, and the solution of the corresponding non-linear equation
can only be obtained by numerical computation. Preliminary calculations show indeed that the
system is stable now. The next step in this direction is to compute the normal modes of motion
of the central atom or group of atoms, which would be a much sought result, as the corresponding
frequencies can be tested experimentally in Raman scattering, electron energy loss spectroscopy,
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etc. The attachment of various other chemical subunits to the fullerene molecule is another
point of interest in this research, contributing to the understanding of the physical and chemical
properties of this complex molecular system. The high symmetry of the fullerene molecule, and
the large number of atoms it consists of, provide the opportunity of treating this new molecular
object by the standard techniques borrowed from statistical physics and solid-state physics. It is
worth emphasizing here that this is almost a unique opportunity in the field of molecular physics,
able to open unexpected theoretical ways in this scientific research. However, it must be stressed
on the other hand, that the above mentioned methods have to be adapted to the quasi-spherical
symmetry at hand, being known that they have originally been devised for infinite, homogeneous
physical systems. A similar situation have already occurred in the physics of the layered and
quasi-one-dimensional materials.

Related to this direction of research the investigation of complex biomolecular systems is also
running on. These systems exhibit a complex dynamics, and the efforts are directed toward high-
lighting the overall behaviour relevant for the main, observable physical and chemical processes.
The interaction between the receptors on the surface of the living cells and the surrounding growth
factors is under current investigation. Non-linear diffusion seems to govern these processes, in-
cluding a self-consistent, self-regulatory and feedback-controlled behaviour. The experience in
off-centre diffusion is put at work in this direction of research.

Work on magnetic models, rigurous mathematical models of phase transitions, the role played
by fluctuations in anharmonic crystals is in progress. The decay of two-spin correlation functions
is investigated in the generalized spherical model. Two types of long-range behaviour are shown
to exist for transverse and longitudinal correlations in this model, supporting the renormalization-
group predictions. The theory of Bogoliubov for the superfluid transition is further studied, with
emphasis on the role played by the cut-off on the excitation spectrum.

Quantum and statistical correlations are further on studied in quatum gases and liquids. First,
the effects of the intercation are on the focus, in particular their manifestations in the two-
particle processes. This is a problem which has not received a special, programatic attention
in the past, though there were many signals that the two-particle correlations might play an
unexpected role in our understanding of the interaction effects in many-particle physics. It is
well-known that a large class of systems are described by their one-particle properties, as, for
instance, the Fermi liquids; there are also various collective modes both in these systems and
in the condensed ones; and, finally, there are systems whose essential behaviour is dictated by
diagonal, or off-diagonal long-range order. Multi-particle correlations, and in particular the two-
particle ones, promise to reveal new features in the quantum effects of the interacting systems. On
the othe hand, the statistical correlations may reveal new sides in the physics of the quantum gases
and liquids. Superfluidity, superconductivity, charge- ans spin-density waves exhibit unexpected
features, especially in low dimensions. A certain equivalence, for example, has recently been
reported between the Fermi and the Bose ideal gases in two dimensions, arising, apparently, from
the boson-like correlations, responsible, in three dimensions, for the superfluidity phenomenon. By
the same token, research is conducted in estimating the effect of fluctuations on certain non-linear
statistical models approaching equilibrium. This research belongs to physical kinetics, statistical
physics, and may lead to relevant results in other fields, as, for instance, social phenomena.

The theoretical estimations of the stability and shape of atomic clusters will be developed
in the next months, by means of refining the quasi-classical methods of quantum mechanics. In
particular, numerical estimations will be made regarding the structure of the atomic clusters, and
of other complex atomic aggregates, their vibration spectra, their electronic structure and the
low-lying excited states; the connection between the highest symmetry and the lowest energy of
the ground state will be, among others, one of the main purpose of such an enterprise; beside,
answering specific questions regarding the atomic clusters physics raised by experimental studies.
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Another direction of research wherein current advances are made is the investigation of the
underlying mathematical structure of the basic equations of mathematical physics in certain new
physical contexts. As it is well-known, various fields of research in physics, condensed matter
physics included, employ more or less similar mathematical tools, and, very often, new insights
and powerful methods of investigation developed in one field turn out to be significant in another
field. A large class of phenomena in condensed matter physics are described, for example, by the
classical wave equation, or by Schrodinger equation. Similar equations appear also in describing
the properties of the elastic media, or in describing traveling waves in certain constrained geome-
tries. The effects of these phenomena on surfaces with non-uniformities, with defects, with angular
points, on rough surfaces, etc, are of great interest, since these situations can also be encountered
in solid-state physics. This is a new and very promising direction of research, wherein, hopefully,
more significant advances are to be made in the future.

6 Long-term perspectives

The present research project has short-term (about 6 months), middle-term (cca 1 year) and long-
term goals. The former two are outlined in the previous section. Their successful accomplishment
is warranted by their own internal consistency, scientific soundness, and the experience our group
acquired over the years in this field of research. Before turning to the long-term perspectives of
the project, it is perhaps worth remarking that its main objectives and the specific goals place
themselves along the main lines of research carried on at present in theoretical condensed matter
physics in the world. The attached list of publications shows clearly that the research performed
in our group meets the high standards of the scientific research in the most advanced countries.

The tremendous activity of scientific research in condensed matter physics will result in the
coming few years in new and unexpected scientific discoveries in various directions of the field. The
end of this millenium, and the beginning of the third, will witness new materials, new technological
applications, new physical effects, new atomic and molecular structures, new experimental tech-
niques and theoretical methods, all these as a consequence of the big financial and human-resource
efforts that are being made. These achievements will provide a great challenge to the theorists for
placing them in the general frames of the theoretical physics. While trying to keep abreast with
the modern discoveries and the modern experimental techniques in the field, the physical research
in Romania will also face the much lower costs of the associated theoretical research. The main
output of the latter, however, ensures, on one hand, the necessary knowledge, i.e. the cheapest
and, at the same time, the highest acquisition, - since it provides the understanding; in economical
terms it may be viewed, therefore, as the most efficient activity in scietific research; and, on the
other hand, it ensures the world representativity of Romanian scientists, by their publications,
participation in the international scientific meetings, and external collaborations.

The fullerene research direction will record, undoubtedly, impressive advances toward com-
plex molecular aggregates containing fullerenes; the stability of such structures, and their specific
quantum dynamics is one of the long-term goal of the present project. High-temperature super-
conductivity will hopefully reach the basic understanding of the essential role played by the lattice
dynamics, particularly by the local displacive modes of the oxygen atoms; which is also one of
our long-term goal in this area of research, according to the previous experience of our group.
On the other hand, the strong electron correlations will undoubtedly reveal the underlying quan-
tum structures, and, in this context, our studies on the Hubard model and the related versions
will help to clarify these matters. The multi-particle correlations, particularly the two-particle
correlations, are also expected to provide significant advances in the long run. The study of the
statistical correlations, the phase transitions, the associated type of ordering, etc, will provide
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another example of deepening our basic knowledge in the field. In particular, the role played by
the quantum fluctuations near a critical point, and in the context of a lower dimensionality, is a
topical subject, of a steadily growing interest. Disordered magnetic systems, quantum fluids, crit-
ical fluctuations near phase transitions will continue to be covered in the future. The experience
acquired so far in the description of these systems enables also the enlargement of the applications
to new fields such as biological, economical and social sciences. There is already an interesting
progress in modelling important phenomena in such domains to justify the hope of performing
specific investigations and predictions based on these models. New electronic phase transitions,
as the two-band ferroelectric one, and their novel features, are expected to enlarge our knowledge
of these basic phenomena. Linear response theories and the transport theories for quantum gases
and liquids, multi-chain Luttinger liquid, phase hamiltonians, quasi-one-dimensional electronic
solid and the quasi-classical methods of treating the condensed matter phenomena are also en-
visaged as long-term goals. Powerful and more flexible mathematical methods will also follow
from these investigations, with relevance in various other fields of research, thus emphasizing the
unitary character of the theoretical physics; it is worth remarking here the non-linear transport or
master equations for complex systems, the travelling waves in constrained geometries, the overall
behaviour of multi-degrees-of-freedom dynamics, etc. Atomic correlated multi-particle wavefunc-
tions are also another long-term goal, as a prerequisite in condensed matter studies. The interpaly
between stuctural transitions and spin dynamics, with reference to peculiar magnetic properties of
certain compounds are also expected to provide a significant advance in the future; and, last but
not the least, it is worthwhile mentioning here the development of powerful and refined methods
of numerical analysis for the associated, complex mathematical problems.

7 Present manpower and equipment

7 researchers, 2 associate researchers, 2 postgraduate students:
Equipment: 4 middle-power computers, 1 laser printer

8 Estimates of the necessry investemnt

personnel: 8000$ per person per year x 9 persons =72000$
1-2 incoming graduate students per year
1 administrative person
equipment price: 5 advanced Pentium-Pro PCs, graphical equipment, 3
laser printers, electronic communication equipment -
15000$ per year (prices 1999)
internal cooperation: 1 person per year (2000-2002)
international cooperation: 5000$ per year travel expenses, 3000$ per
year external coworkers, 3000$ per year documentation expenses (software included) = 11000$

per year
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